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The Making Cancer History
Voices Oral History Collection
The primary reason is that CVs and resumes, particularly CVs, are
very structured documents that give metrics of a professional career:
lists of publications, lists of courses taught, lists of memberships in
professional societies, lists of various academic appointments. But
they don’t capture most of the important details. . . Even reading the
papers describing the clinical protocols and the outcomes from those
don’t give very many of the important details about the relationships
between people, why that direction was taken, and what were the
challenges that people overcame. That’s why we wanted to capture
oral histories.
-Stephen Tomasovic, PhD, August 1, 2011
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Accessing Interviews
Providing access to the audio interview and the transcript.

Resource Discovery
Searching and discovering both whole interviews and chapters
Providing access to the interview information
Collocating similar topics using the metadata schema
Accessing both the interview transcript and the audio files
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Nothing is forever

Migration using existing metadata

Into a new digital repository

OpenWorks @
MD Anderson
www.openworks.mdanderson.org
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• Always have a backup plan

Lessons
Learned

• Normalize metadata as much as possible

• Keep all planning and working documents
• Find a balance between access and workload
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